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ABSTRACT 
The union operation for pairs of (ordinary) matroids is a simple construction 
which can be used to derive examples of more complicated matroids from less 
complicated ones. In this paper, the analogue for oriented matroids of this operation is 
described, and is used to construct more complicated oriented matroids and polytopes 
from less complicated ones. In particular, an easy construction is given for the 
polyhedral set found by Klee and Walkup to be a counterexample to the Hirsch 
conjecture. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In [lo] Las Vergnas showed that images of orientable matroids are also 
orientable. From this it follows easily that unions of orientable matroids are 
orientable. Here, by using the “multiply ordered sets” introduced by 
Gutierrez Novoa in [6], we define a union operation for oriented matroids, 
thereby obtaining this result in a somewhat more constructive way. 
*U’hile ~nuch of this work was done, this author was a National .Acatlemy of Sciences- National 
Research Comcil Postdoctoral Research Associate at the National Bureau of Standards, Washing- 
ton, DC 20234. 
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In Section 2 we show how to obtain “images” of multiply ordered sets. 
We give an explicit definition for the “mlion” of two (indexed) multiply 
ordered sets. In view of the correspondence established in [12] between the 
multiply ordered sets and the oriented matroids, this gives a union operation 
for pairs of (indexed) oriented matroids. 
The union of two simple oriented matroids (i.e., of two oriented matroids 
whose underlying matroids are Imiform) is another simple oriented matroid. 
In Section 3 we give another characterization of the union of two simple 
oriented matroids which uses a different construction, the “concatenation” of 
two set systems. This construction is also useful in obtaining examples of 
combinatorial types of polytopes and convex polyhedral sets. In Section 4, we 
will see that the cyclic polytopes can be obtained as concatenations. More 
striking is the construction of the polyhedral set found by Klee and Walkup 
and used by them in [8] to demonstrate the falsity of the (polyhedral) Hirsch 
and d-step conjectures. 
For background material on matroids, see [15], Chapters 1 and 8; on 
polytopes, see [5], Chapter 3; and on oriented matroids, see [4] or [2]. 
2. IMAGES OF MULTIPLY ORDERED SETS. 
In Theorems 1 and 2 we establish a construction which we then use to 
describe images and unions of (indexed) multiply ordered sets. 
First, for completeness, we give a brief description of the multiply ordered 
sets. (See also [12].) 
The following notation will be useful. If u = ( IX”,. . . , xk ) is a (k + 1 )-tuple, 
let lal={~~,..., xI;}. For O<i<k, let 
R’u= (Xii,,. . .) Xk), 
E”u=x,. 
Note that LOa is the unique Gtuple, as is R’u. We do not distinguish between 
1-tuples from a set and elements of that set. Finally, if ui is a k,-tuple (for 
l~i~m), let (a,,...,~,,) be the (k,+ . ..+k.,,)-tuple obtained by their 
concatenation. In particular, u=(L’u, E’u, R’u) for any i with OBiGk. 
A d-ordered set is a pair (X, $), where X is a set and $I is a function on 
(d+l)-tuples u=(x~,..., x,, ) of elements of X with values in { ~ 1, 0, 1 }, not 
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identically zero, such that 
(Al) + is alternating; i.e., if the (d-t 1)-tuple u is obtained from r by 
interchanging two entries, then G(O) = -C+(T); and 
(AZ) If s EX, u is a d-tuple of elements of X, and r is a (d-t l)-tuple from 
X such that 
~(Ei~,.)~(Li~, s, R+O (4 
for each i with O<i<d, then 
[If (X, +) is a d-ordered set, s, (I, and r are as above, and none of the 
products in (a) is positive, then neither is the product in (b), as is easily 
shown; i.e., (X, -+) is also a d-ordered set. If all the products in (a) are zero, 
so is the one in (b).] 
If X cRd+‘, a set of column vectors, we may view (d + 1)-tuples from X as 
(d+l)x(d+l) matrices. If u is such a (d+l)-tuple, let +(u)=sgndetu. 
Then the pair (X, @) is a d-ordered set, provided that X linearly spans R”+i, 
so that C#B is not identically zero. Multiply ordered sets obtainable this way are 
termed realizable. 
Recall from [12] that if (X, c$) is a d-ordered set (with X finite, as we 
assume henceforth), then the collection 
%={B~X:cardB=d+l, and if ]u]=B then (p(u)#O) 
is the set of bases of a matroid, called the underlying mutroid of (X, c+). Its 
rank is d+ 1. 
Recall (from [13]) that if X and X’ are finite sets, f: X-X’ is a smjective 
function, and % is the set of bases of a matroid M on X, then the image M’ of 
M is the matroid whose bases are the maximal elements of the set {f(B) : BE 
%}. Suppose (X, +) is a d-ordered set. Suppose u and o are distinct elements 
of X. Let X, =X-{u, v}. Introduce a new element w, not in X, and let 
X/=X, U {w}. We will view X’ as being the set X with u identified with 0. 
Theorems 1 and 2 will show how to obtain a new oriented matroid (X’, 0, 
which, we will say, is obtained from (X, +) by identifying u with o. Let 




w if xE{u,v}. 
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Let M be the underlying matroid of (X, +), and let M’ be the image of M 
under J The rank of M is d + 1. The rank of M’ is either Ct or cl + 1. If M’ has 
rank d, Theorem 1 describes the (d - 1)ordered set (X’, 5). If M’ has rank 
d + 1, Theorem 2 describes the appropriate cl-ordered set. In each case, 
(X’, 6) has M’ as its mlderlying matroid. 
THEOREM 1. If p is a d-tuple of X’, let p0 be obtained fkoin p by 
replacing w with u, and let E(p)= 4( po, II). Then, if .$ is not identically zero, 
(X’, 5) is u (d - 1)-o&i-ccl set. 
Proof. Clearly 5 is alternating. We verify (A2). Suppose t( s, u )t( T) = - 1. 
Then @(so, a,,, u)$(ro, u)= - 1, so either there is an i with 
or else 
4(U,%> ~)4bo>s,,)= -1.
Clearly the latter is not the case, since @(u, a,, o) = 0. The expression on the 
left in the former is 
so (A2) is satisfied. n 
Note that M’ will have rank d if and only if each basis of M contains both 
u and O. In this case the set of bases of M’ consists of all the sets B c X’ with 
w EB and (B- {w}) U {u, 0) a basis of M. It follows easily that M’ is the 
underlying matroid of (X’, 5). 
The following lemma will be of use in the proof of Theorem 2. 
LEMMA. Suppose (X, 4) is a d-ordered set. Zf 4(s, u)4( T)GO, then either 
4(E%, u)4(L%, s, R’T)=O for all i with O<iGd, or there is such an i with 
4( E*T, a)+( L’T, s, Ri7)= - 1. 
Proof If +(s, a)+( T)= - 1, then the second alternative holds, by (A2). 
Suppose 4(s, u)$(T)=O, and that, for some i, 
4(,5'T,U)4(L17,9, R%)=l. 
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We must show that, for some i, 
q,(E’~,a)+(Zh-, s, Rh)= -1. 
Let r’=(L%, s, R%). Then +(E%, u)+(r’)= 1, and by (A2) there is i with 
+(E%‘, a)$(Z&‘, E%, R'+)=l. 
We cannot have i = i, since then Eir’= s, and we would have $(s, a)+(r) = 1. 
Then j# i, so that Eir’= E%. Since (~5~7, s, Ri7) can be obtained from 
(Lir’, E%, Ri+) by a transposition of s and Ei7, 
c$(E~T;u)c#@&, s, R%)= -1. n 
Let E be defined on (d-t l)-tuples u from X’ by 
0 if u has w in more than one entry, 
6(e)= 
G(o) if w41ul, 
+(e,> if @(e,)#O, 
64%) otherwise, 
where ui is obtained from u by replacing occurrences of w with u, and u2 is 
obtained from u by replacing occurrences of w with O. 
THEOREM 2. Zf 5 is not identically zero, then (X’, E) is a d-ordered set. 
Proof. Clearly [ is alternating. It remains to show that (A2) holds. 
We use the following fact: If 1 u 1 and ) r I are contained in X’, and ui and pi 
(u2 and r,J are obtained by replacing occurrences of w with u (respectively, 
with u), then [(a)[(~) equals the first nonzero term in the sequence 
Hei)+( +(e2)$(r1), $(ei)$(r2), +(e2)$(r2) if there is one, and is zero 
otherwise. 
Given s, u, and r with &s, u)E(r)= - 1, we must show that there is an i 
with t(E%, u)t(L%, s, R’T)= - 1. Let sr, ui, and ri (se, u2, and r2) be s, u, 
and T with w’s replaced by u’s (u’s). Let (s’, a’) and r’ be the first pair in the 
sequence 
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such that not all the associated products 
+( E%', u’)c$( L%‘, s’, R’T’) (OGiGd) (**) 
are zero. We may choose such a pair, for since &( s, a)<( T ) = - 1, the first 
nonzero term in the sequence +(sl, u~)G(T~), +(sq, ~2)$(~1). $(sl, Ok)+, 
+( s2, crz)+( TV) is - 1, by the observation above, so by (A2) [or, rather by the 
parenthetical remark after (A2)], not all the associated products (**) for the 
corresponding pair are zero. Indeed, we must have C#B( s’, a’)+( r’)= - 1 or 0. 
Then by the lemma, there is an i with 
$a( E'T', u’)$( I,%‘, s’, R%‘) = - 1. 
Then, by the observation in the second paragraph of this proof, and by our 
choice of (s’, a’) and r’, this last product equals t( E%, a)& L’T, s, R’T). n 
Note that, in this case, BcX’ is a basis for the underlying matroid of 
(X’,~)ifandonlyifeitherBisabasisforMorwEBand(B-{w})U{o}or 
(B-_(w])U{ ] b u IS a asis for M; i.e., if and only if B is a basis for the image 
M’ of M. 
Suppose X is a set of vectors spanning R” + ’ and (X, +) is derived as 
above, so that $(u)=sgndet u. Suppose u and u are in X, as above. Theorem 
2 applies if X-{u} or X-{u} spans R”+l. In this case, if E is sufficiently 
small and w = u + EV, then the dordered set (X’, 5) of Theorem 2 is the one 
realized by the set X’=( X - {u, u}) U {w) C R”+‘. Theorem 1 applies if 
neitherx-{u} norX-{v} spans R d ’ ‘. In this case, again letting X’=( X - 
{u,u})U{w} and ‘d t’f 1 en 1 ying the subspace spanned by X’ with R” by an 
appropriate linear isomorphism, the (cl - 1)ordered set is realized by X’. 
The preceding theorems give a way to “identify” two points of a multiply 
ordered set. This identification is more complex than its analogue for ordinary 
matroids in the following sense: Here, it is important which of the two 
elements to be identified is u and which is o; whereas for matroids, inter- 
changing the roles of u and v does not change the outcome. 
Since we may obtain any image of a matroid by identifying two of its 
elements at a time, this construction can be used to establish that any image 
of the underlying matroid of a multiply ordered set is also the underlying 
matroid of some multiply ordered set. (The same is true for the underlying 
matroids of oriented matroids, in view of the correspondence between 
oriented matroids and multiply ordered sets established in [12].) In general, 
this construction yields many candidates for such a multiply ordered set, 
depending on how the identifications are carried out. 
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There is a similar situation for unions of matroids. Next we define a 
“union” operation for pairs of “indexed” multiply ordered sets. 
Let X=(x,, x2,..., x,,}. In what follows, the indexing of X will be 
important. If x=xi EX, i is called the (unique) index of x. The Jirst element 
of X is x1; i.e., the elements of X are considered to have the ordering induced 
by their indices. 
An indexed multiply ordered set (X, $I) is one in which the set X is 
indexed by a set of positive integers, distinct elements of X having distinct 
indices. 
Suppose Cl =(X1, +,) and CZ =(X2, &) are multiply ordered sets, and 
suppose X, and X, are disjoint. Let ~3, and !li, be the sets of bases of the 
underlying matroids, and suppose they are of ranks d, + 1 and d, + 1. The 
free join of C1 and ez is the (d, +d, + l)-ordered set (X, U X,, (a), where @ is 
given by 
I 0 if IfilnX,6593, or I/?lnX,@:ri,, ‘(‘)= (-l)“‘+,(a)+,(*) otherwise, 
where l~l=IPlnXl, l~l=IPlnX2, and m is the number of transpositions 
required to get p from (a, 7). It is easily verified that the function Cp is well 
defined by this expression, and it is not hard to show that (X, UX,, @) is 
indeed a multiply ordered set. Furthermore, if fil and it?2 are both realizable 
by sets X, and X, in real vector spaces, then the free join is also realizable by 
viewing these vector spaces as orthogonal complements in a larger one. 
Note that the set of bases for the underlying matroid of the free join is 
{B, U&: B, E%, and B, E%,}. 
Now, suppose that P1 = (X,, $,) and CZ x(X,, c$~) are multiply ordered 
sets, as above. Suppose further that X, and X, are indexed by the same set of 
positive integers-say, X, = {ul, u2,. . . , un} and X, = {ul, uug,. . . , II,,}. The 
union ii?, Ul”, of the indexed multiply ordered sets is the outcome of the 
following construction. Let (X, UX,, @) be the free join of C, and C2. Use 
Theorems 1 and 2 to identify, one by one, the pairs u,, 0,; fc,,_ 1, o,,_ I; . . .; 
and ul, ul. This yields another indexed multiply ordered set (W, $), the union 
of 0, and Q, with W={wl, w2 ,..,, w,,}. 
The outcome @, U CD, depends heavily on the indexing, although the 
underlying matroid M does not, since it is simply the union of the underlying 
matroids M, and M, of 8, and CZ. We see this as follows. For S cX, UX,, let 
S={W,:U,ES or vies}. If fis the functionf:XIUXz-W with f(ui)= 
~(z)~)=w, (for l~i~n), then s is the image f(S) of S. The underlying 
matroid M of i”, U Cz is the image under f of the underlying matroid of the 
free join; i.e., 93 is the set of maximal elements of {f( B, U&): B, EDti, and 
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BzE~~,}={B,UB,:BIE~~, and B, E ?i&}. (For a treatment of matroid 
unions in this spirit, see [13].) 
It is not usually the case that Pi UC, =Cz U@,, although, again, the 
underlying matroids are the same; i.e., this operation is not commutative. It is 
easily seen to be associative, however. 
Suppose the rank of the underlying matroid of Pi U flz is d+ I. If u is a 
(d-t 1)-tuple with 1 u ( ~93, the n identifications will associate +( u ) with Q(T), 
for an appropriate (d, +d, +l>tuple 7 from Xi UX,, so that ~(a)=@(~,). 
We describe a0 more directly. 
Let fik =( Wk, Qk) be the result of the first k identifications, so that 
Then(WO,@O)=(X,UXB,@)and(W”,@“)=(W,$). Ifuisa(d+l)-tuple 
from W with $(a) #O, then there are tuples a,, = u, a,, ~ i,. . . , uo, with uk a 
tuple from Wk which, for k < n, is determined from uk + 1 by Theorems 1 
and 2. 
Let 1 be the set {k:the rank of ( Wk”, @‘+I) is less than that of 
(Wk,@‘)}. For kEr, uk is determined by Theorem 1, and ok =(u;+i, qk), 
where u;+i is uk+i with occurrences of w,, _k replaced by u,, k. It follows that 
uk is of the form (Tk,TL), where T; is the (d,fd,-dk)-tuple with IT;]= 
{u,_~:~ET and i G k}, and with entries in reverse order. Furthermore, for 
OG k<n, we can determine rk from u and the sets 
and 
since 3 is u with elements w, of DF replaced by uI, and elements w, of 
@ -0; replaced by u,. 
Let A={w,_~: kEr}. W e may determine Df and Dl as follows, given 
D,k+’ and Difl (where O<k<n). IF kEr, D,~=D~+‘U{U,_~} and 
D,k = Dlfl U {u, ~ k}. If k @ r, determine whether there is a pair ( B,, B, ) 
with (a) B,E%~, B,E%,, glU&=lul, pin&=A, and (b) D,k+‘U 
{u, _k}~B1 and Dlfl c B,. [Note that if there is no such pair, then there 
must be a pair (B,, B,) satisfying (a) and (b’), D,k+’ c B, and Dktl U 
{qpk}CB2, since Q’+~(u~+~ )= $(u)#O. Also note that there are efficient 
algorithms which can be used to determine whether there is a pair (B,, B,) 
satisfying (a) and (b). (See, for instance, [ll, Chapter 81, and also [3].)] If 
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there is a pair (B,, B2) satisfying (a) and (b), then 0: = Df + r U {u, _~ k} and 
Dk=Dl+‘; otherwise,D,k=DF+’ andD,k=Di+rU{ytl ok}. 
If U, and U, are different subsets of W, we write CT1 x CL if the first 
(indexed) element l(;k of Win their symmetric difference is in U, - CT,. This is 
obviously a linear ordering of the subsets of W. Then we have: 
LEMMA. Arrwng all pairs (B,, B2) satisfying (a) above, the one for 
which El is largest under the ordering -C is (D:, 0:). 
Proof. Suppose that this is not the case. Choose (B,, B,), satisfying (a), 
with Df <gl. Let k be the largest integer, k<n, with w,_~ in the symmetric 
difference of these two sets. Then w,_~ is in El, but not in @. Notice that, 
since w,_~ @@, w,_~ is not in A, and k is not in I. We have 
Dk+l =Do n 
2 2 {vl >..., 0 ,,-- /( ~}=B2n{~l,...,q--, l}. 
Since w,,_~ l 6r, u,_~ EB,. Then (B,, B,) satisfies (a) and (b), and 0: = 
Dkt’ U {IA-~}. Then u,_~ ED: CD:, a contradiction. 1 n 
To summarize: 
THEOREM 3. The union of two indexed multiply ordered sets is another 
indexed multiply ordered set. Its underlying matroid is the union of those of 
the original multiply ordered sets. If the original multiply ordered sets are 
realizable. so is the union. 
Proof. The first two statements have already been verified. The third 
follows from the observations, also noted above, that (i) a free join of two 
realizable multiply ordered sets is realizable, and (ii) the identifications of 
Theorems 1 and 2, if performed on realizable multiply ordered sets, yield 
realizable multiply ordered sets. n 
Utilizing the correspondence established in [ 121 between multiply ordered 
sets and oriented matroids, we may restate Theorem 3 with the words 
“oriented matroids” replacing “multiply ordered sets.” In the construction of 
the union of two indexed oriented matroids, it is not easy to see directly- 
without considering the corresponding multiply ordered sets-what the result 
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is; and so the construction is rather cumbersome. However, for “simple” 
oriented matroids, there is a direct construction, and we describe it in the 
next section. 
3. UNIONS OF SIMPLE ORIENTED MATROIDS 
We examine the miion operation for indexed multiply ordered sets with 
underlying matroids which are uniform, and, equivalently, for simple oriented 
matroids. 
Recall (from [15], for instance) that the collection 013 = {B c X: card B = r} 
is the set of bases of the uniform matroid of rank r on the set X (provided 
card Xar ). A d-ordered set (X, $) has the uniform matroid of rank d + 1 as its 
underlying matroid if $( u ) # 0 whenever u is a (d + 1)-tuple without repeated 
entries. For example, if the set X c R I’+’ is in linear general position and if 
$( a)=sgndet u, then (X, +) is such a d-ordered set. 
The union operation for indexed multiply ordered sets is particularly easy 
to describe when the underlying matroids are uniform, and in this case the 
union will have the same property. 
(In the following, it will be convenient to assume that the indexed sets 
xl={tlI,..., u,,) and X, = {Us,. . . , ql} of the preceding section have already 
been identified in the set W= {We,. . . , w,,}.) 
THEOREM 4. Suppose ( W, +, ) and ( W, &) are indexed multiply ordered 
sets, with a common indexed set W. Suppose that the underlying matroids are 
uniform, having ranks d, + 1 and d, + 1. Suppose W has ut least d, t-d, +2 
elements. For (d, +d, +2)-tuples u with distinct entries which are in increas- 
ing order with respect to the indexing, let 
For other (d 1 +d, + 2)-tuples u, let +(a) be determined by the requirement 
that + be alternuting. Then (W, 4) is the union of (W, G1) and (W, $9). 
Proof. Let X, = {ul,.. ., u,,} and X, ={vl ,..., on} be chosen so that X,, 
X,, and W are pairwise disjoint, as in the preceding section. The bijective 
correspondence between X, [respectively, X,] and W determined by the 
indexing induces a similar correspondence between (d, + l)-tuples of X, 
[(cl 2 + l)-tuples of X,] and those of W. If u is a (d, + l)-tuple from X, 
[(d, + l>tuple from X,], we will freely abuse our notation and write +J a) 
[&(u)] instead of +,(a’) [&(u’)], where u’ is the corresponding tuple 
from W. 
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$h are the restrictions of $1 and $2 to tuples in X. Then let (E, +, *) be the 
involuted d-ordered set determined by (X, +‘), as above. It can easily be 
shown that this does not depend on the choice of X, and we write ?I U t’, = 
(‘5 6 *j. 
Recall from [4] that a simple orientd mntroirl is a triple (E, ir‘, *), where 
(E, *) is an invohlted set, and i’ is a clutter of subsets of E, satisfying: 
(a) all elements of iL’ have common cardinality in= cl +2; 
(b) if Cc6, then C*={x*:xEC}EC‘and CnC*= 0; 
(c) if C and U are in $ and C c D U U*, then C = U or C = D*; and 
(cl) ifCE~aIldxEE-C*,thenthereisyECwith(C-{y})U{x)E~. 
If c+ 0, the rank of (E, t’, *) is d-t 1. Otherwise, the rank is icard E. The 
elements of i: are called cy&s of (E, c’, *). 
Recall the correspondence established in [ 121 between multiply ordered 
sets and oriented matroids. We describe the facts relevant here. Suppose 
? = ( E, I$, *) is an involuted cl-ordered set with uniform underlying matroid. 
Suppose C&E is a set of cardinality cl + 2 with C n C* = 0. Suppose u is a 
(cl+ 2)-tuple with / u 1 = C. If 
+(L’a, R’a)=( -1)’ for OGi=Gcl+l, 
or if 
l#&Vu,R’u)=(-1)“’ for OGi=Gtl+ 1, 
then C is called a czyclc of ?. Note that if C= 1 1 ‘: u 1~ a c c e and T is obtained y 1 
from u by permuting two entries, then 
c#B(L%, R’7)= -+(L’u, R’u) for OGiGtl+l. 
so this is a property of the set C and does not depend on the choice of u. Let 
P={CcE: C is a cycle of P}. It follows from [12] that (E, C,*) is a simple 
oriented matroid. Any simple oriented matroid can be obtained in this way 
from an appropriate multiply ordered set, unique except that (E, I$, *) and 
(E, - +, *) yield the same simple oriented matroid; i.e., this is a two-to-one 
correspondence. 
Finally, if c‘ and ~3 are collections of subsets of an indexed set X, or if they 
are collections of subsets of an involuted, indexed set (E, *) and have the 
additional property that if CE 6 or CE L$ then C n C* = 0, we define the 
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concatenation e@bD of the two collections to be 
e@q={(cUD: CEe, DEOD, and the last element of C is the first 
element of D}. 
THEOREM 5. Zf (E, C?, *) and (E, 9, *) are two simple oriented matroids, 
then (E, C?@q, *) is their union. 
Proof. Suppose (E, +1, *) and (E, &, *) are the corresponding multiply 
ordered sets, and suppose their ranks are d I + 1 and d 2 + 1. The rank of the 
union is d I + d 2 +2, so its cycles will have d 1 +d, + 3 elements. Suppose 
UcE, un U* = 0, and card U=d, +d, +3. Let u be the (d, +d, +3)-tuple 
with 1 u I= U having entries in increasing order with respect to the indexing. 
Let ui = Ldl+‘a and a2 = Rdlu. We must show that U is a cycle of the union if 
and only if Iui1 E(? and 1u21 ~9. 
Let (E, +, *) be the union. Then by Theorem 4, for O<i Gd,, 
This implies 
for all such i if and only if 1 u1 I is a cycle of (E, $i, *). For i = i + d, + lad, + 1, 
and this equals 
for all such i if and only if Ia21 E 9. It follows that $(L’u, R’u) equals 
(-1>j- d, - ‘+(Ldl + i,, Rdl+ 1 u)foralliifandonlyifCE<andDE9. n 
Of course, it is a corollary of Theorem 5 that if (E, C?, *) and (E, 9, *) are 
simple oriented matroids, so is (E, C?@q, *). Note that this fact is also easy to 
verify directly. 
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closed under the concatenation operation; i.e., if (U, ‘ir ) and (U, ‘7;) satisfy 
(a)-(c), or (a)-(d), then, if ar@‘P, # 0, (U, ;1’1032) also satisfies these 
conditions. We will show now that the set of simple configurations is closed 
under this operation. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose U is an indexed set 
simple configurations with 9; @1#2 nonempty. 
simple configuration. 
and (U, 78;) and (CT, 5,) are 
Then (U, ‘Ii @LT’i ) is also a 
Proof. Since ( U, ‘Ii ) and (U, ‘12) are simple configurations, there are 
realizable, simple oriented matroids (E, ei, *) and (E, C2, *), with CrcE, 
UUU*=E, and UnU*=0, such that 
L?‘j={CEt?,:C~u} (i=l,2). 
The indexing of U induces an indexing of E under which 
The simple oriented matroid (E, c I @L”z, *) is realizable, and it follows that 
if ai @‘Ii is nonempty, then (U, 71; @?Yi) is a simple configuration. n 
The least complex of the simple configurations (U, 71‘) are those with 
‘T-= {{u} : u E U}. These come from simplices. If U is indexed and ;I is 
another collection of subsets of U, then ?-@;I-‘=?-‘. 
A little more complex are the simple configurations (U, 9.) with U=A U B, 
where cardAa2, cardBa2, and AnB=0, and ‘%={{a,h}:aEA and 
b E B}. This configuration comes from the Cartesian product of two simplices, 
one of dimension (card A)- 1 with one of dimension (card B) - 1. Combina- 
torial types of many polytopes can be obtained by starting with these and 
performing concatenations. 
For example, the dual P of the cyclic polytope C( n, d) (see [5, p. 611) can 
be obtained this way. The simple configuration (U, ‘I’), with U = { uI,. . . , u,,} 
and ‘?(-‘={{~~~,...,u~,, ,,}: i,<i,< ... <inPd and i, and ik+l are of oppo 
site parity for lGk<n-d-l} comes from P. If we let A={u,: i is odd} 
and R = { ui : i is even}, and (U, PY.) be the corresponding simple configuration 
(as in the preceding paragraph), then 
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TABLE 1 
TOPROW u, o2 uzi o4 vr, 
Row A % t+ 14 5 11.1 u4 










As another example of the utility of this operation, we derive the poly- 
hedral set found by Klee and Walkup in [8]. Refer to Table 1, where there is a 
schema for determining a concatenation. In the l’op Role, there are listed the 
elements of the indexed set V = { ol,. . . , 09}. In Row A and ROW B are listed, 
in different orders, the elements of another indexed set Cr = { zli, . , u9}. This 
determines two ways to identify cr with V. Let (U, “II’) be the simple 
configuration of the preceding paragraph with n =9 and cl ~6, which comes 
from the dual of the polytope C(9,6). By identifying U with V, as determined 
by ROW A, we get a simple configuration (V, 31); similarly, we get (V, 2/i) by 
using Row B. For instance, {pi, u2, us} is in ‘71, since {u,, us, Us} is in 71“. 
The set {u~,,z)~,~~} is in “?a, since {ui,u?, ui } 1s in ‘im The concatenation 
‘1”‘= 9; 0’1; contains { ui, ua,. . . , c5}, and it is not difficult to determine 
the other elements of ‘I-“ similarly. (There are 27 sets in ‘Tm.“.) The simple 
configuration (V, ‘7.“) determines the combinatorial type of a simple polytope 
P, of dimension 4, having 9 facets and 27 vertices. 
Recall that if x and y are vertices of a polyhedron Q, a sequence x,, =x, 
Xi’.‘.’ x,,, = y of vertices of Q is a path from x to y if each consecutive pair of 
the vertices are the endpoints of an edge of Q. The length of this path is 111, 
and the distance from x to y is the minimum of the lengths of paths from x to 
y. The diameter of Q the maximum of of vertices of 
Q. For the polytope P we have constructed, vertices correspond to sets in ‘1.“. 
Two vertices are on an edge of P if the union of the corresponding sets in ‘J-” 
has exactly 6 elements. Recall that two sets A and B in Y” are adjacent if 
card(A-B)=card(B-A)=l. Let u be the vertex of P corresponding to 
S={u,,v,,..., us}, and h be the vertex corresponding to ?‘= {oFi,... , u9} E 
;C“‘. We will show that the distance from u to h is at least 5. If A and B are 
adjacent, clearly card( A n S) and card( B n S ) cannot differ by more than I. 
Since card( S fl S) = 5 and card( Tn S ) = 1, it follows that: 
(i) there is no path from S to ?’ of length less than 4; and 
(ii) if S=S,,, S,,..., S,=T is a path of length 4, then ]SnS,]=5-i for 
i=O,l,..., 4, and v,~ ES, for any such i. 
It remains to show that no path can satisfy (ii). We consider the possibilities 
for S,. There are nine of them: any union of one of {ua, Us, us}, {ucl, Us, us), 
and {c~,u,~,u~} (from ‘31) with one of {us, ug, I;~}, {us, u~,c;}, and 
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TABLE 2 
{ u5, 07, us} (from ?i). For any choice of S,, there is either no corresponding 
choice for S,, or none for S,, satisfying (ii) and adjacent to S,. This is 
tabulated in Table 2. 
Since os is in both S and 7’, neither a nor h is on the facet of P 
corresponding to us. Putting this facet on the “hyperplane at infinity” by 
using a projective linear transformation yields a polyhedral set of dimension 4, 
having 8 facets, and having two vertices a’ and b’, corresponding to a and b 
in P, and being at distance at least 5 from each other. This polyhedral set is 
therefore a counterexample to the Hirsch conjecture, that any d-dimensional 
polyhedron with n facets has diameter at most n-d. Indeed, this polyhedron 
is combinatorially equivalent to the one found by Klee and Walkup. 
No counterexample to the bounded Hirsch conjecture, that each polytope 
(bounded polyhedron) of dimension cl and with n facets has diameter at most 
n-d, has been found so far. (However, Walkup, in [14], has found a 
triangulation of a sphere for which the conjecture fails. See Klee [7] for a 
discussion of this important conjecture.) It is an interesting open problem to 
determine whether the concatenation operation can provide such a counterex- 
ample. 
This paper benefited from several discussions of the Hirsch conjecture 
with V. Klee, and of the concatenation operation for some simple polytopes 
with C. Witzgall (who, in fact, suggested the name “concatenation’>. We 
would particularly like to acknowledge the many thoughtful suggestions of A. 
Goldman, who carefully read a preliminary, very rough draft of this paper. 
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